CASE STUDY
PUBLIC TRANSPORT PRIORITY
AND URBAN TRAFFIC
CONTROL IN MONZA
TRANSPORT TELEMATICS

MONZA

Through CIVITAS, Monza implemented a traffic priority system for public buses, which was
an important goal for the city. Thanks to an intelligent transport system (ITS) approach,
Monza managed to achieve considerable results by enhancing the use of automatic vehicle
location / automatic vehicle monitoring (AVL/AVM) and Urban Traffic Control (UTC) systems.
AVL/AVM identifies the position and the delay of each bus in real time. By enhancing the
use of these systems, CIVITAS ARCHIMEDES achieved good results: the buses of the public
transport fleet are now monitored closely to identify where each bus is with respect to its
scheduled timetable. This allows shorter journey times for the public transport fleet across
the city by assuring priority at traffic lights.

Municipal context
MUNICIPAL PROFILE
LOCATION

Monza, Italy
POPULATION

123,000

LAND AREA

33.03 km2

CIVITAS BUDGET

EUR 1,431,021
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Monza is located in Northern Italy, 15 km north
of Milan, and has 123,000 inhabitants in an area
of 33.03 km2.The city is crossed by the Lambro
River, a tributary of the Po River.
Monza is best known for its Grand Prix, but it
is also an important contributor to the Italian
economy with thousands of small and mediumsized enterprises. Since 2009, Monza has been the
administrative centre of the Monza and Brianza
provinces, with a total population of 850,000
inhabitants and a population density of more
than 2,000 inhabitants/km2. The city is also an
important node in the railway network, crossed

by routes connecting Milan with Switzerland
and other Italian cities such as Bergamo, Como,
Lecco and Sondrio.
Within CIVITAS ARCHIMEDES, Monza wished
to achieve an urban mobility system which
enhances the urban environment and reduces
energy consumption as well as environmental
and acoustic pollution. Monza specifically
sought to implement two types of activities:
on the one hand, measures to influence the
mobility choices of residents, such as school
travel plans and increase in cycling, and on
the other, measures to increase the choices of
mobility modes on offer, such as car-sharing.
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Introduction
Due to its strategic position, Monza suffers
from high levels of traffic congestion. The city
joined CIVITAS ARCHIMEDES with the objective
of setting up an urban mobility system which
encouraged the use of sustainable modes of
transport. To reach this goal, the city committed
to increasing public transport use by making
it more attractive to citizens, and optimising
the flow of buses in the busiest roads and
throughout the city with the application of
several traffic policies and ITS-based systems.

UTC System in the CIVITAS corridor

thereafter changes stage times for a limited
number of cycles.

Taking a closer look
The implementation of these integrated
measures was preceded by a research phase.
Project Automation S.P.A. (PA ), Monza’s
technical partner, carried out a study to set up
a technical framework for the centralisation of
traffic lights at the main intersections of the
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PA therefore completed a study to apply
existing UTC systems to relevant intersections
to optimise control of traffic lights. In addition,
the study also defined the requirement to
support public transport priority management,
exploiting information gathered by the AVL/
AVM system.
As a second step, each vehicle of the public
transport fleet was equipped with an On-Board

Within the project, traffic lights at several
intersections along the CIVITAS corridor – which
is the main route to bypass the centre of the city
– were controlled by a UTC system.
The system works as follows. Firstly, a module
decides which buses need a priority action,
depending on several criteria (e.g. a significant
delay for a single bus; many buses on the same
line being delayed). Secondly, a decision module
decides which priority actions are more suitable
to solve potential conflicts among buses
(e.g. delayed buses approaching the same
intersectionfrom different directions requires
a priority action). Finally, the RoadManager®
UTC system gives the priority requested and

CIVITAS corridor. The study also aimed to define
the requirements for interfacing the AVL/
AVM system implemented on Monza’s public
transport fleet.

Bus priority: the reference process
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CIVITAS ARCHIMEDES
The ARCHIMEDES cities implemented a strong
and coherent package of 83 activities to make
transport more energy efficient, safer and
more convenient. An increased share of clean
engine technology and fuels has significantly
contributed to achieving this goal. With a strong
focus on education and trainings for students,
citizens and practitioners, ARCHIMEDES
cities greatly benefited from sharing their
experiences and learning from each other. The
project ran from 2008-2012.
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AALBORG IN CIVITAS
Monza (Italy) participated in CIVITAS
ARCHIMEDES, an innovative collaboration
between the cities of Aalborg (Denmark),
Brighton and Hove (United Kingdom),
Donostia-San Sebastian (Spain), Iasi (Romania),
Monza (Italy) and Usti nad Labem (Czech
Republic). ARCHIMEDES stands for “Achieving
Real CHange with Innovative transport
MEasures Demonstrating Energy Savings”
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Unit (OBU), which consists of an industrial PC
with specific devices and sensors: a GPS device
to determine the vehicle position, coded with
Lat-Long coordinate system (WGS 84) and
a GPRS communication system to send the
information to a control centre.
The most innovative aspects of these measures
are:
• Adoption of a new conceptual approach:
the capability to use the information gathered
by AVL/AVM system and to send relevant
information to the UTC system was a new
challenge for the city of Monza.
• Use of new technology/ ITS: urban traffic
control was given new functions to manage
priority actions for buses in an intelligent way.
• New organisational arrangements: the
adoption of the UTC system provided guidance
for traffic managers of the municipality as well
as the public transport company.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The factors that affected the success of the
measure were the integration of various
systems (such as the implementation of
the AVL/ AVM system and its capacity to
interface with the UTC and bus priority
systems) and the strong co-operation
between the City of Monza, and the local
ARCHIMEDES partners.

This measure primarily addressed public
transport users who experienced shorter travel
times, but also car drivers and commuters,
as they benefitted from more intelligent
management of traffic lights.

Results
In the demonstration stage, four intersections
of the CIVITAS corridor were equipped with the
devices necessary for the control of the UTC
system.
The UTC system proved to be very successful,
and resulted in a five percent increase of traffic
flow, and a 20 percent decrease in traffic density.
The regularisation of drivers’ behaviour at peak
time significantly improved the performance of
the corridor. The reduction of traffic lights time
from 160” to 150” at peak hours and from 160”
to 125” in off-peak hours resulted in decreased
waiting times for pedestrians and cyclists and in
better traffic regularisation.
The bus priority system has been successfully
implemented, although it has not yet generated
travel time reductions. The main reason is the
high level of congestion that influences a large
part of the corridor, also due to road works in the
western external ring, where a new 2 km long

urban tunnel is being completed. It is expected
that after its completion the measure will
become fully effective and travel time reduction
will be achieved.
As far as social indicators are concerned, the
introduction of public transport priority is not
widely known about in Monza. This is probably
due to the fact that it was only recently
implemented and only on selected bus lines.
In general, it is perceived as a useful measure
for reducing pollution levels, although alone it
is not considered to be sufficient to encourage
users to use public transport more intensively.
If accompanied by wider implementation and
awareness-raising campaigns, it could lead to a
greater modal shift to public transport.

Lessons learned
In order to achieve effective implementation
of the measure, data for localisation and
monitoring must be affordable, readily available,
and the technology must be well established
and ready to use.
The experience gained by the application of
this process in Monza has generated important
feedback, especially within the municipality.
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Prior to the implementation of the
technical measures, Monza had about 80
intersections equipped with traffic lights.
This policy was no longer suitable to meet
the city’s requirements and had to be
updated according to the best available
technologies.
Therefore, the first aim was simply to
design and implement a UTC system
that contributed to optimise traffic
flows through the city. A second
fundamental step to increase the quality
and satisfaction among PT users was
the integration of the bus management
system (providing real time location
information gathered by AVL/AVM) with
the public transport priority system.
Traffic lights, coordinated intersections and routes faced in ARCHIMEDES
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Continuous and profitable relationships have
been established between the technical staff of
PA, the technical partner involved in the project.
On the other hand, the effective management of
these more complex systems require advanced
skills for traffic experts and local policemen,
which were partly lacking in Monza when the
measure began. However, the average skill of
the staff working in the municipality is increasing
and this barrier will be quickly overcome.
The process established in the ARCHIMEDES
project has become a reference for the future.

Upscaling and transferability
These measures can surely be taken up by
other cities. Traffic light management is often
underestimated as a tool to apply traffic control
strategies; many Italian cities and towns still
have a poor approach in this field compared
with other European countries. In fact, it is still
common in Italy to find traffic light installation
with no sensors and thus with fixed green times.
The experience gained in ARCHIMEDES has
proved that a more updated and effective
approach provides a good deal of added value.
In addition, many technical approaches are
currently available and cities can choose what
best suits them. The system used in ARCHIMEDES

is quite complex, as it requires managing public
transport priority as well. Nevertheless, simpler
approaches oriented to coordinated traffic
light control for neighboring intersections are
currently available at an affordable price.

Key contacts

The prerequisites for up scaling this measure are:

References or sources

• The new intersections involved must be
put under the control of the existing UTC
system, allowing the remote control of traffic
lights. Once the UTC system is operational, it
is quite easy to add new intersections. The
process consists of: revamping the traffic
light controller; installing an industrial PC;
establishing a communication line with the
UTC server; plan coding; configuring the new
intersection in the UTC system, and thorough
testing.

Paolo Confalonieri
Project Automotation SPA
[paolo.confalonieri@p-a.it]
Tel:+39 039 2806 283

ARCHIMEDES deliverables, available online
at www.civitas.eu

• The bus lines must be tracked through the
AVL/AVM, a condition already met for all bus
lines in Monza.
• The software component that implements
the measure and the traffic light plans for the
intersections need to be configured.

Budget and finances
Implementation of UTC: EUR 77,895
Bus priority: EUR 52,900
Bus management: EUR 23,200
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